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P R E F A C E

Excitement is building along the world as most well-known humpback albino whale named Migaloo 

begins to make it’s migration north form Antarctica. The creatures that inhabit the oceans that he 

swims through, have the full spectrum of colors- often in intricate patterns and advanced camouflage.  

This unusual whale called “ White Fella” is the only one living animal that you can see from a plane on 

the vast blue background .

Inspired by this vision, we created MIGALOO HOME design & manufacture studio to produce distinctive 

new world’s wide visible projects. We explore the impact of design on entire environment and we take 

an inspiration from nature. Leading by creative director Monika Blaszkowska we invented the quest for 

innovation &  enduring sense of elegance that goes beyond singular objects. 

Enter MIGALOO HOME . A playful, provocative and prolific team of designers keen on challenging  

the status quo. 

MAkE yOur HOME cOME TruE.



F U R N I T U R E



An exceptional and unique wardrobe, marking its presence in an interior like a piece of art. A magical piece 
of furniture that will give any space an exquisite artistic expression. The wardrobe is made of an in-house  
developed material called migaloo rock, a conglomerate made of natural cork and resin. The body and front edges 
are black mdf with high gloss finish. Natural cork has been hand-decorated by artist Monika Błaszkowska and then 
secured with layer of epoxy resin and special varnishes resistant to scratches and uV rays.

Mandala laZUR  
 

  Furniture  wardrobe      MANDALA_1
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catalog number: 
MANDALA_1

Sizes: 
1150mm  x 400mm / h 1360mm  

Material: 
MDF, playwood, corc panel, resin
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catalog number: 
MANDALA_1

Furniture wardrobe     
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Mandala SUn 
 

  Furniture  wardrobe      MANDALA_2 An exceptional and unique wardrobe, marking its presence in an interior like a piece of art. A magical piece 
of furniture that will give any space an exquisite artistic expression. The wardrobe is made of an in-house  
developed material called migaloo rock, a conglomerate made of natural cork and resin. The body and front edges 
are black mdf with high gloss finish. Natural cork has been hand-decorated by artist Monika Błaszkowska and then 
secured with layer of epoxy resin and special varnishes resistant to scratches and uV rays.
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catalog number: 
MANDALA_2

Sizes: 
1150mm x 400mm / h 1360mm  

Material: 
MDF, playwood, corc panel, resin
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catalog number: 
MANDALA_2

Furniture wardrobe     



Mandala BEaCH 
 

  Furniture  wardrobe      MANDALA_3 An exceptional and unique wardrobe, marking its presence in an interior like a piece of art. A magical piece 
of furniture that will give any space an exquisite artistic expression. The wardrobe is made of an in-house  
developed material called migaloo rock, a conglomerate made of natural cork and resin. The body and front edges 
are black mdf with high gloss finish. Natural cork has been hand-decorated by artist Monika Błaszkowska and then 
secured with layer of epoxy resin and special varnishes resistant to scratches and uV rays.
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catalog number: 
MANDALA_3

Sizes: 
1150mm x 400mm / h 1360mm  

Material: 
MDF, playwood, corc panel, resin
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catalog number: 
MANDALA_3

Mandala Beach decor made from 3d print Furniture wardrobe     



Mandala dOVE 
 

  Furniture  wardrobe      MANDALA_4 An exceptional and unique wardrobe, marking its presence in an interior like a piece of art. A magical piece 
of furniture that will give any space an exquisite artistic expression. The wardrobe is made of an in-house  
developed material called migaloo rock, a conglomerate made of natural cork and resin. The body and front edges 
are black mdf with high gloss finish. Natural cork has been hand-decorated by artist Monika Błaszkowska and then 
secured with layer of epoxy resin and special varnishes resistant to scratches and uV rays.
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catalog number: 
MANDALA_4

Sizes: 
1150mm x 400mm / h 1360mm  

Material: 
MDF, playwood, corc panel, resin



Thanks to white cork and tinted resin, the table top makes an impression of depth in the finishing layer.  
Varnish-secured resin working tops are warm and pleasant to touch. recommended for restaurants, bars and private 
apartments. Its unique character has been appreciated by customers all over the world. The tops differ depending 
on cork features and its structure. We produce custom sizes.

A table whose top is made of Migaloo rock 
composite – a unique piece of furniture created. 
using white cork and turquoise resin. The base 
of the table top is made of a light plywood. 

aZURE TaBlE  
 

  Furniture  table
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catalog number: 
AZURE_1

Sizes: 
1465mm x 965 mm/ h 750 mm  

Material: 
Playwood, corc panel, resin, copper legs
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four steel Thanks to white cork and  resin, the table top makes an impression of depth in the finishing layer.  
Varnish-secured resin working tops are warm and pleasant to touch. recommended for restaurants, bars and private 
apartments. Its unique character has been appreciated by customers all over the world. The tops differ depending 
on cork features and its structure.

Table whose top is made of Migaloo rock 
composite – a unique piece of furniture 
created using white cork and pure Italian 
resin. The base of the table top is made  

CORC dECOR wHiTE  
 

  Furniture  table
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catalog number: 
CORC_1

Sizes: 
ø 1060mm  / h 750mm  

Material: 
Playwood, corc panel, resin, steel legs
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# R E S T A U R A N T T A B L E
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custom dimensions of the tables
6 worktops colour

Finishing: 
full lacquer edges
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migaloohome.com


